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1 Introduction

This is the configuration manual describing guidelines to implement the research pro-
ject ’Time Series Approaches to Predict Soccer Outcomes’. The hardware and software
requirements are also specified in this report.

2 Hardware Configuration

The hardware requirements for the project is given below.

• Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-7700HQ CPU @ 2.80GHz 2.81 GHz

• RAM : 8 GB

• Storage : 128 SSD, 1TB HDD

• OS : Windows 10 Home Single Language version 20H2

3 Software Configuration

For the implementation of the project following software are specifically used.

• Anaconda

• Jupyter Notebook v6.4.6

• Weka v3.8.5

• Microsoft Excel

4 Environment Setup

4.1 Jupter Notebook

This section will describe the steps to setup Jupyter Notebook. Anaconda is downloaded
and installed in the system. A new enviroment is created and latest packages are installed.
Jupyter Notebook and CMD prompt for Anaconda is also installed. Installed tools can
be visible in Figure 1. Install Python version 3.9.5 on the environment created.
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Figure 1: Anaconda Tool

4.2 Weka 3.8.5

Weka is a open source machine learning tool available online https://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
The installation file can be downloaded from the URL. Screenshot is given in Figure ??

5 Data Selection

The dataset for the project is available on open website http://www.football-data.co.uk.
Here all season-wise EPL games data are available to download. It is a csv file containing
360 entries. Website given in Figure 3

6 Implementation

This section will deal with implementation of the project work.

6.1 Weka Implementation

All the three seasons dataset is merged using Microsoft Excel and removed the unwanted
fields. Then these csv data uploaded to the tool using Open File option in the interface.
There is option to select and deselect data features in the system. All the required fields
are selected.

In the Classify tab, there are options to choose algorithm, test options and can choose
the prediction variable. This screen is visible in Figure 4. The output of the algorithm
will be printed on the right side of the screen. Bayesian algorithms are available under
the section Weka - classifiers - Bayes.
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Figure 2: WEKA

Figure 3: Data downloaded website
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Figure 4: Weka Classification

6.2 Jupter Python Implementation

For the Python implementation part of the project following libraries are needed. figure-
name 5

Figure 5: Libarires Loaded

6.3 Bayesian Networks using Python

The three years dataset is saved in a location. The below Python snippet Figure 6 will
all the CSV file and convert into a dataframe. Then the dataframe is cleaned using the
below section Figure 7. First 23 fields are selected and the remaining fields discarded.
fields like DIV and data are also removed.
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Then, the predicting variable ’FTR’ is removed from the training set. On this cleaned
dataset, three bayesian networks are applied. The function defining code snippet is
attached Figure 8.

Figure 6: Function to load data

Figure 7: Cleaning of the dataframe

Figure 8: Cleaning of the dataframe

6.4

6.5 Time Series Based Models

Here the dataset contains all the past result of EPL. There are 27 CSV files in the
directory. The same load function used in section 6.3 is used to load the all content into
datframe. But additional parameters passed while read from CSV file to filter out the
unwanted fields.

Then created list of important clubs in the series that played continuously in EPL
and found out the possible pairs between them using Python combination function from
library ‘itertools‘.
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Figure 9: Creating Time Series

Then, the cleaned dataset is used to create the time series using the function ’make-
TimeSeries’. The code is given below Figure 9. Then the moving average values are
calculated using ’ewm’ method. It is given in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Calculation of moving Average

6.6 Simple Sequential Model

The simple sequential model is created using TimeseriesGenerator method from Keras.
The function ’fnTraining’ define and predict the values for each pair of teams. Its depicted
in Figure 11.

6.7 LSTM Model

The LSTM model is defined using Keras and Tenserflow libraries. A function is created
to define the model and it is given in Figure 12.

6.8 Evaluation

A function ’getResultLSTM’ is used to structure the output prediction from the loop to
a dataframe Figure 13. This structured dataframe is used to calculate the absolute mean
error and accuracy of the model. The predicted result is then rounded in to 1, 0 and -1.
The code for this conversion is gven in Figure 14. Using the already created functions
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Figure 11: Function to define and predict simple sequential model

Figure 12: Function to define LSTM model

Figure 15 , the accuracy of the prediction can be calculated. The ’mean absolute error’
method from sklearn is used to calculate the mean absolute error.

Finally, The results of each rounding value is re-arranged and plotted on a graph.
Also its value displayed. Results of LSTM model given in Figure 16

7 Other Tools

The online latex tool overleaf 1 is used to prepare report for the project. Figure ??

1URL:https://www.overleaf.com
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Figure 13: Function to arrange the results

Figure 14: Rounding Methods
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Figure 15: Function to calculate accuracy

Figure 16: Snippent to get Final Result
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Figure 17: Snippent to get Final Result
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